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Irvine, CA: Justin “Big J” Wayoro, the Big J Company and JPW Reliance Media Group are proud to announce 

“DISCOVERING OUR MOTHERS’”. The movie gives MOTHERS a voice with insights, anecdotes and emotion. The 

film showcases the communion of extraordinary and powerful women of God in southern California. The film is a 



tribute to the often-invisible strength, courage, and heart of MOTHERS. Based on poignant emotion and truth shared 

between great women of   God, the film speaks from the depths of the mysterious emotion known as “mothering”. 

Using images of sisterhood seldom glimpsed to bring hope even in troubled times, the film gives heart and soul to the 

remarkable women we know as MOTHERS. The film gives MOTHERS a voice we haven’t heard. 

Directed and written by Justin P. Wayoro, the 90 minute film is narrated by Pastor Carol Moody MacComb, inspired 

by Raquel Ramirez. MOTHERS entrapped in bad economic cycles and emotional challenges, face the world with 

dignity and wisdom that comes from the inner fountain of faith and hope. Deborah Powell of Promised Land World 

Outreach, motivational speaker, shares frank insights that bring understanding and motivate actions that 

originate in the Bible and resonate in the lives of today’s urban warfare against motherhood. Speakers include 

Florence Jay, Sara Mietzner, Rebecca Tatum, Becky Fouquier, Corina Thoresen, Christiana D'Amore, Maureen 

Vasquez, Christine Sario Valdes, Janet Davis, Kimberly Frager, Kat Jones, Raquel Ramirez, Toni Gallucci, Tiffany 

Dooley, Stephanie Harper Recine, and Karen Coyle of Oaks Christian School. The film captures conversations 

between women   of God as no documentary has. The film is a guide for new MOTHERS and a   tribute to 

MOTHERS for the selfless sharing of their lives and the power   MOTHERS have over the outcomes in our world, 

politically, socially, emotionally and behaviourally. This is a film that will bring you home to MOTHER. 

Justin P. Wayoro is the founding partner of The Big J Company and JPW Reliance Media Group. Creative, spirit-

driven and technologically gifted, Big J has put his heart into this project honouring mothers. The visual imagery and 

honest platform touches the heart and soul as women meet and share the inner secrets of MOTHERS. 

 


